Field Replacement Guide for SMLC Hardware

Field replacement of SMLC Hardware is intended to be a simple exercise; replacing SMLC unit hardware and transferring software via reuse of the original System Flash Card, SMLC-SYS-128, in the replacement unit hardware.

A change in SMLC Hardware Rev2 has introduced a compatibility issue, and plug-and-play reuse of the System Card may not be possible in all cases.

The flow chart below is provided as a compatibility guide to the general steps required for SMLC replacement.

IDENTIFYING THE SMLC HARDWARE REVISION

SMLC hardware revision levels are indicated on the product label located on the left side of the unit.

On the example label below the revision level is Rev 2.0.00.

Also, with SMLC hardware Rev2 the unit serial number suffix is >200.

With SMLC hardware Rev1 the unit serial number suffix is >100 and <200.

*** A limited quantity of Rev1 Hardware remains available for order and is obtained by adding “-V1” to the standard SMLC part number.

Example: SMLC-80-0-0-V1

Questions should be directed to Ormec Support; telephone: (585) 385-3520 or email: support@ormec.com